Introduction
Two directions of the studies on shift registers can be distinguished: (1) an algebraic method which has been elaborated by Golomb [2] , (2) an operational method which has been initiated by Birkhoff, Bartee [1] and then continued by Ronse [16] and Lidl, Niederreiter [12] . Both methods were rather used for the study of the linear ¿-registers, however the second method allows to investigate nonlinear ones as well. Only the theory of linear fc-registers has been elaborated in a satisfactory way.
The theory of sequential nets of ¿-registers has been elaborated only partially [3] - [7] , [13] , [14] , [17] . A uniform theory of such nets has not been worked out yet. Szuster [18] adopted the method (2) to the study of sequential nets of shift-registers. But it is only the beginning stage of the developments in this direction.
Accordingly to parallel nets of shift-registers there are only singular papers related to the particular classes of such nets [9] - [11] , [15] .
The purpose of this paper is to define a new class of the deterministic (fci,..., fem)-nets of parallel controlled shift-registers. Our nets, called briefly (ki,..., fcm)-nets, consist of m memories M\Mm (every Mt-(1 < i < m) has k{ > 1 cells) where elements of nonempty alphabet A can be located. Such nets work continuously but the clock strikes the discrete moments 1,2,... The content of all the memories at the moment i is called a state of a (ki,..., A:m)-net at the moment i. Every ..., km)-net DNtj is equipped with the sets (i = 1,..., m) of feedback function of A k > into A and additionally with a control A control assigns to each state (vi,...,vm) € A kl x ... x A km and a moment i 6 N a vector (v?i,...,<pm) x (si,... ,sm) containing the feedback functions and the movements which will be used to obtain a new state (wi,..., wTO) with respect to (v1(..., vm).
At the beginning the content of the j'-th cell of the memory Mj is located in the (j -l)-th cell if st-= I (left) and 1 < j < ki, or in (j + l)-th cell if Si = r (right) and 1 < j < ki. The value <fi(vi) of the feedback function is located simultaneously in a free cell of Mi.
The periodicity problem of the sets of all sequences generable by the fcm)-nets will be investigated. Then a necessary and sufficient condition for a nonempty set E C (A kl x ... x A km ) u to be the set of all sequences generable by any (fci,..., fcm)-net will be given. The following reasons motivate the introduction of the class DNPCRfcli...ifcm:
The class DNPCRfc1)...)fcm contains all the classes of parallel as well as of sequential nets which have been considered before (for example see [9] , [11] , [15] and [3] , [5] , [7] , [8] , [13] , [14] , [17] , respectively), (2) some subclasses of the class DNPCRfcj generate periodic sequences of states with the long periods-(such sequences can be used in cryptology), (3) our nets could be the models for integrated circuits, (4) parallel (ki,..., fcm)-nets could often be used for the realization of parallel iterative algorithms, (5) a slight modification of the (k\,..., A;m)-nets allows to obtain a model for the operational researches.
Preliminaries
Nonempty sets will always be denoted by upper case letters. The set of all positive integers will be denoted by N and its elements by lower case Latin letters i, j, k, m, n, p, q.
Let A be a finite alphabet (|A| > 2) and A k (k > 1) -the fc-th Cartesian product of A. Elements of A k will be denoted by lower case Latin letters v, w (possibly with subscripts).
For v = Vi ...Vk G A k and 1 < p < q < k, v[p,g] will denote the restricted sequence vp...vq.
In the sequel we shall write v[p] instead of v\p,p\.
The elements of A kl x ... x A km (ki £ N for i = 1,2,...,m) will be denoted by boldface Latin letters x, y, z (possibly with subscripts); x-7 denotes the j-th component of x. The elements and the subsets of (A kl X ... X A km ) u will be denoted by upper case boldface Latin letters X, Y, Z and E, F (with or without subscripts), respectively. The sequences will be denoted as follows X = Xi, X2,... and Y = yi, y2, X[p, g], for 1 < p < q, will denote a sequence xp,... ,xg. In sequel we shall write X[p] instead of The functions will be denoted by lower case Greek letters 7r, <p, if) (possibly with subscripts) and the sets of functions by upper case Greek letters if 1 ,^ (the upper subsript denote the number of arguments of functions). Finally let us introduce some auxilinary notions which will be needed further.
A sequence X = xi,x 2 ,... € (A* 
holds for all i > p.
If the equality (1) holds for p = 1 then X is said to be periodic and Xi,..., Xy, with the minimal j, is said to be its period.
On the other hand X is said to be aperiodic if and only if X is not almost periodic. Then all sequences generable by DN2 3 are almost periodic.
Basic definitions

Special subclasses of the controlled (¿1,..., ¿ m )-nets
Two subclasses of the controlled (¿1,..., ¿ TO )-nets which have been considered before will be recalled here. EXAMPLE 3.1. Let us recall a class RNfc.jt of the relational nets of shiftregisters as has been defined in [9] . Every relational (k, ¿)-net RNjt^ is defined as a triple (A, {<¿>1,^2}» S), where every <pi (i = 1,2) is a total function of A k into A and S C (A fc ) 2 is an arbitrary relation. For arbitrary states (x,y), (xi,yi) 6 (A fc ) 2 , (xi,yi) is said to be an immediate successor of a state (x,y) in RN^jt if and only if the following conditions hold:
If Dom S = 0 or Dom S = (A k ) 2 then we have the nets of two ¿-registers which work separately, otherwise we have the nets with interacting feedback functions. In the best case we are able to generate the periodic sequences with the long periods of 2 2fc . Such sequences can be used for the transmission of the information.
The reader is referred to [9] where the basic properties of the sets definable by such nets have been given. EXAMPLE 3.2. Let us recall after [10] a class of so called conjugated ¿-registers. Every such net consits of two ¿-registers, left-hand side and right-hand side, with the same feedback function. These ¿-registers work independently.
The optimal case in when both ¿-registers generate only periodic sequences with the period length of ¡Al* -1 and 1.
An algorithm for the construction of a whole class of the nets which are similar to the given net has been given [10] . Similarity can be understood in such a way that the periods of coresponding sequences generated by these nets are of equal length and consist of the same states (possibly with a different ordering). The basic properties of the sets generated by such nets have also been given.
Periodicity of the definable sets by the (¿1,..., ¿ TO )-nets
A necessary and sufficient condition for all the sequences generable by the (¿x,..., ¿ m )-nets to be periodic will be given. 
Proof is obvious.
The problem is what the (fci,..., fcm)-nets must be like so that all sequences generable by them are periodic. Proof is similar to the proof which has been given in [2] for the ¿-registers. Proofs of necessity of both the above theorems are obvious. For proof of sufficiency we have to define a respective (ki,..., km)-net generating a given set of sequences. In general such a construction is inefective. It is similar to the construction which has been given in [15] and therefore will be omitted here. One can easily to verify that E consists only of almost periodic sequences (because A is finite). Let X = Xi,X2,... G E and X' = xi,x2,... for 1 < i < m be a sequence consisting of the i-th components of X.
As the period length of X* is less than or equal to | then the period length of X is less than or equal to IJi^i I I-• We have to define an algorithm for the construction a whole class of (Ai,..., ofDNPCR, ^ £ generating only of periodic sequences with the maximal period length of (4)
We have to build a complexity theory of the (k\,..., fc m )-nets. (5) For the linear case we have to build a uniform method (similar to the algebraic method used in the study of the linear ¿-registers [2]) which will be used in the study of (fci,..., fc m )-nets.
